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Bienvenidos...Welcome 2021. We are so pleased for
the New Year and getting back to normal, even if
it’s a new one. 2020 showed us how fragile life can
be and to be thankful. Not to take life for granted.
Everyday is a gift, so today open the day with an
adventure of your life.
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Life is what you do.... Live it
Our magazine is filled with the best the area has to
offer. Try something new this year. Our sport fishing
is stronger than ever. Whether it’s onshore or
offshore Marina Pez Vela has everything you need
to catch your dream and an incredible sunset with
delicious cocktails, not to mention some of the best
ice cream at Gelateria Amorosi. Want to party like a
rockstar? Then get to Marina Pez Vela January16-17
to kick off the Sport fishing Tournament season
for the 5th Annual Pelagic Rockstar Tournament.
Always a Great time.
Experience zip lining or explore the jungle canopy
with Titi Canopy or Hacienda Barù. Want a great way
to explore the waterfalls, Nauyaca Waterfall Nature
Park provides the best way to enjoy these amazing
falls. Just chillin at the beach try parasailing with
Aguas Azules. You could also hike some of the most
beautiful National Parks in the world. The wildlife has
been waiting for you. Looking for the bowl games
and the NFL action, Jolly Roger has them on the big
screens along with awesome wings and live music. So
get out there and let Pura Vida lifestyle set the pace
for an INCREDIBLE 2021.

Mon Jan 11 ...................... QUEPOLANDIA DEADLINE
Fri Jan 1 .................................................. New Year’s Day
Wed Jan 6 ........................................................... Epiphany
Mon Jan 11 ............................................. Thank You Day
Wed Jan 13 ....................................................... New Moon
Sat Jan 16-Sun Jan 17 .......... Pelagic Rockstar Tournament
Mon Jan 18 ....................... Martin Luther King Jr. Day (US)
Thurs Jan 21 ................................................ Hug Day
Sun Jan 24 ......................... National Compliment Day
Thurs Jan 28 ............................ Full Moon/Wolf Moon

We want to thank Real Media Ninja for our Mermaid
cover. You can read all about it on page 32. We are
always looking for great cover shot so send your
best shots to info@quepolandia.com and hopefully
make the cover.
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We would also like to welcome our new advertisers,
Hello Hemp & La Bodega Tica.
We hope you enjoy our magazine and it helps
guide you through this enchanting paradise we
call home. You can always follow and share us at
Quepolandia.com or on Facebook/Quepolandia.
We appreciate and welcome your comments.
Suduko Solution on Page 55
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Peace and Enjoy...D

This publication printed by Master Litho S.A. Many thanks to all of our contributing writers.
Views & opinions expressed in this magazine are those of the original authors & do not necessarily represent those of the editor, Dave Bolger.
info@quepolandia.com 8632-7489 quepolandia.com Fb/Quepolandia
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POST OFFICE

Here are the most common rates, in colones,
for weights in grams. The average letter will be
under 20 grams.
DESTINATIONS
A
B
C
Postcards		
365
505
505
1-20 gm		
480
510
570
21-50 gm		
580
690
950
51-100 gm		
970
1220 1840
Each add’l 100 gm 910
1100 1710
A: Central America
B: North/South America & Caribbean
C: Europe
D: Asia, Africa, Australia, & Pacific

D
605
710
1220
2370
2230

You can also send and receive faxes at a
reasonable cost. Tel: 2777-1471 Fax: 2777-0279
HOURS
Monday- Friday 8am - 12 noon & 1pm - 4:30pm
Saturday 7:30am - 12 noon.
POSTAL CODES
6350 put after Quepos
60601 put after Costa Rica
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Welcome back Quepolandia Readers
and Welcome Spokeskid Dani!
Quepolandia being up and
running is the sign that life will
get back to normal!!
Kids Saving the Rainforest has
been working like crazy to stay open since the last
time we wrote.
KSTR has made sure that the wildlife came first
and our human crew sacrificed a lot. Financially
KSTR could only pay 50% of salaries and many
worked more than full time just to be sure the
wildlife didn’t suffer from the consequences
Covid-19. Help us re-open our rescue center, by
following Dani’s great suggestions below.

butter and honey vitamin sandwich for Nina,
an older Spider Monkey. I also got to meet a big
black bird with a yellow beak, a Great Curacao
named Don Pedro.

Hello
Quepolandia! My
name is Dani,
and I will be your
new Spokeskid
for Kids Saving
the Rainforest! I
am 7 years old,
and this is my
first article—I
hope you enjoy it.

We got to try to catch a Squirrel Monkey (aka the
Titi monkey), so we could weigh him on a scale. It
was really hard work, but it felt great to help such a
great organization!
We also got to feed two Squirrel Monkeys
marshmallows with medicine inside.

Before we talk
about KSTR, a
little about me:
I love animals!
My favorite kind
of animal is a
horse. We have 2
dogs at home, Dozer (a pound puppy who is now 11
years old), and Tiny (a French Bulldog puppy who
is 6 months old). My favorite animal native to Costa
Rica is the Howler Monkey, because I like how big
they are. For hobbies, I like to surf, do gymnastics,
horseback riding, and I love to bake.
If you’re new to KSTR, it’s a place where we keep
wildlife in our Sanctuary that could not return back
to the wild due to injuries or permanent medical
issues that need care. But our goal is to always
release them back into the wild.

After all that hard work, KSTR fed us a great lunch.
There was rice, beans, chicken, potatoes and lots
and lots of different types of fresh caught tuna!
Volunteering at KSTR is a great way to help animals
in need during these difficult times. For me, it felt
really good to be a part of this organization.

We also teach people about how to respect wildlife
and engage in ecologically responsible tourism.

If you want to learn more about KTSR, here’s a
link to their website, where you can sign up to
volunteer, and see lots of fun pictures and videos of
the animals! kidssavingtherainforest.org.
All of us at KSTR wish you all a very Happy New
Year and a better 2021!

You can also volunteer at KSTR, (or donate money)
to help them take care of the animals. Last week
and today, I went and volunteered, and it was really
awesome! While I was volunteering, I assisted a
team member at KSTR. We got to make food for the
animals. We chopped up fruit and made a peanut
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Baklava
Instructions

Records of this ancient Greek pastry date back to 300 BC.
Today it is still a most beloved sweet treat throughout
many Mediterranean countries and beyond.

1. Make syrup by melting sugar in water under low
heat and adding the peel, cloves, cinnamon and
simmer for 20 minutes until fragrant. Add lime juice
and simmer for 5 more minutes. Set aside to cool.
2. Place nuts in food processor and pulse until
coarsely chopped. Mix with sugar, powdered
cinnamon, powdered cloves and set aside.
3. Preheat oven to 350F degrees (or 175C).
4. Generously butter the 9X13 baking pan.
5. Assemble the baklava by brushing melted butter
between each layer of filo and layering one third
of sheets onto bottom of pan (each filo sheet
folded in half should fit perfectly inside the
pan). Cover with 1/2 mixture of nuts and repeat
layering the next third of filo sheets brushing
melted butter between each layer. Cover with
final 1/2 of the nut mixture and finish the filo and
brush melted butter in between layers until there
are none left.
6. Cut diamond shapes with a sharp knife before
baking just like in photo. The knife doesn’t need
to go all the way to bottom.
7. Bake for 35 to 45 minutes until golden on top and
a toothpick comes out clean.
8. Once cooked it is very important to slowly pour
the syrup on top immediately while cake is hot
(you should hear a delightful crackling sound).
Sprinkle the tops with the ground pistachios or
any other garnish of your choice.

The nutritional benefits from nuts and honey, along
with low-calorie filo dough make this a very healthy
dessert that is surprisingly easy to put together. The
best filo dough for this recipe can be found at BM
and should be paper-thin from the Filo Factory brand,
white or whole wheat kinds work great.

Ingredients

For a 9X13 baking pan and approximately 20 portions
• 16oz filo dough
• 500 grams of nuts of your choice (walnuts,
almonds, shelled pistachios, hazelnuts, pecans)
• 1/4 cup of ground pistachios or other nut for
garnish
• 1/4 cup of sugar
• 1 and 1/2 tablespoons of ground cinnamon
• 1 pinch of ground cloves
• 1 and 1/2 to 2 sticks of unsalted butter, melted
(vegan option: use coconut oil)

For honey syrup
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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3/4 cup sugar
1 cup of cold water
1 cup of honey (vegan option: agave nectar)
1 inch strip orange or lime peel
5 whole cloves
1 stick of cinnamon
2 tablespoons of lime juice

The baklava should sit for a while before serving. It has
a long shelf life and can even be frozen.
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country. After that memorable afternoon I had
the great honor of shaking hands with nine more
presidents and one ex-president. Costa Rica was
a small country and everyone knew everyone
else. Everyone in our family also met and dined
with the former dictator of Panama, General
Manuel Noriega. On a different occasion Diane’s
flight to the USA was diverted to Managua,
Nicaragua where Violeta Chamorro, the duly
elected president of the country, boarded the
plane. As they were closing the doors, there was
a commotion outside. They opened the doors,
and Daniel Ortega, former dictator of the country
boarded. The social atmosphere on the plane
was very tense, but Doña Violeta visited all of
the passengers and told them not to worry, just
to remain calm. Diane had the great pleasure of
meeting her and chatting briefly.

50 MARVELOUS YEARS IN COSTA RICA
by Jack Ewing

each week on the train between the farm and
the family in San Jose was always an adventure:
derailments, landslides, broken tracks, and other
delays were quite common. When our son, John
Christopher, was born, I arrived late, due to a
problem with the train, and Diane had to drive
herself to the Clinica Santa Rita. Fortunately she
arrived in time.

On December 13, 1970 when my wife Diane, our
4-year-old daughter Natalie, and I, accompanied
on our flight by 37 head of cattle, arrived at
El Coco International Airport (SJO) on a DC 6
four-engine propeller plane, we thought that we
would be staying for four months, the duration
of my work contract. We never dreamed that on
December 13, 2020 we would be celebrating 50
years in Costa Rica.

My first visit to Hacienda Barú was in 1972. My
employer had leased the property for fattening
cattle, and its management was assigned to me,
in addition to management of the large ranch
in the Atlantic, which occupied most of my
time. I visited Hacienda Barú a couple of times
each month to check on the cattle and pay the
workers. From the beginning I was enchanted by
the property, the area, the people, the beach, and
most of all the jungle.

The country where we had landed had a
population of less than two million and was
considered to be part of the Third World. The
Central Bank had reserves of less than one
million dollars. The exchange rate was ¢6.63
colones per $1.00 dollar. Not knowing anything
about the money, or anything else, I went to a
bakery to buy a loaf of bread and paid with a
¢50 colon bill, but they didn’t have change for a
huge bill like that. The price of the bread was 50
centimos. To make a call from a public phone,
you had to put a peseta, a 25 centimo coin, in
the slot, dial your number, wait for the peseta to
drop, and start talking.
My job was to take care of the cattle, purebred
cows and bulls of several different breeds, until
my boss got them all sold and delivered. During
those four months, I got to know Guanacaste and
San Carlos. After that I went to work for a meat
exporter managing a big ranch on the Caribbean
side of the country. Traveling back and forth
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One afternoon when I was at “La Casona”, the big
old hacienda house, a Land Rover turned off of
the road and drove down the lane to the house.
I walked outside to see who had arrived, and
couldn’t believe my eyes when the man I knew
to be three times president of Costa Rica, leader
of the forces than won the 1948 revolution, and
who later abolished the armed forces, Don Pepe
Figueres, stepped out of the car. He said he was
working on a reforestation project nearby, and
wanted to meet the neighbors. We had a very
nice visit over coffee and cookies. Later I came
to learn that most presidents of Costa Rica get
out and visit the people in every corner of the

continued until this day. At the beginning of
the 1990s Steve Stroud bought out my former
partners, and the enhancement of nature
at Hacienda Barú began in earnest. We sold
all of the cattle, and managed to acquire the
designation of National Wildlife Refuge for the
reserve. We were on our way to becoming a world
known ecological tourism destination.
Long awaited development of the zone began
in 1982 with the commencement of work on
the coastal highway from Dominical to Puerto
Cortés. Later came the construction of the bridge
over the Barú River, the arrival of electricity to
the area, construction of nine bridges between
Dominical and Quepos, and the inauguration
of the first gas station, Bomba el Ceibo. In 1996
we welcomed telephone service, and in 2010
President Oscar Arias inaugurated the long
awaited coastal highway.

The owners of Hacienda Barú were a group of
investors from Tennessee, and in the year 1976
they made me an excellent offer, a full time job
at Hacienda Barú, a big increase in salary, and
participation in their company. I accepted the
offer, and the following year Diane, Natalie, and
Chris moved from San Jose to Hacienda Barú. It
was a big change and was very difficult for them,
but once they adapted to life in the jungle they
all came to treasure the experience.

Today name of the airport is Juan Santa
María International Airport (SJO). Costa Rica
is no longer a third world country, rather it
is a developing country with a population of
more than five million. The central bank has
reserves of more than seven billion dollars,
the exchange rate is around ¢600 colones to
the dollar. A loaf of bread costs more than
¢1000 colones, and to make a phone call you
no longer need a peseta. Simply reach in your
pocket, pull out your smartphone and you have
access to the whole world.

It was in the month of October 1988 when the
torrential rains that accompanied hurricane
Joan left Dominical and other nearby
communities isolated from Quepos and San
Isidro. I was out the country at the time, and
Diane was all alone. She was a ham radio
operator and managed to contact the National
Emergency Commission. They put her in
charge of dealing with the emergency for entire
area. She did an admirable job of organizing
the communities and confronting all of the
challenges Joan could throw at them. Rain
poured for six days and six nights leaving more
than a meter and a half of precipitation.

In the last month of the year 2020 we celebrated
50 years in this marvelous country and have
never regretted our decision to stay.
Jack Ewing was born and educated in Colorado. In
1970 he and his wife Diane moved to the jungles of
Costa Rica where they raised two children, Natalie
and Chris. A newfound fascination with the rainforest
was responsible for his transformation from cattle
rancher into environmentalist and naturalist. His
many years of living in the rainforest have rendered
a multitude of personal experiences, many of
which are recounted in his published collection of
essays, Monkeys are Made of Chocolate. His latest
book is, Where Jaguars & Tapirs Once Roamed:
Ever-evolving Costa Rica. Jack and Diane live on
and manage the Hacienda Barú National Wildlife
Refuge, a well-known ecotourism destination on the
southwest coast of Costa Rica.

For me the best part of Hacienda Barú was the
tropical nature. I loved to walk in the rainforest
and the mangrove where I saw many species
of wildlife and came to think of myself as an
environmentalist. In 1987 Diane and I were
among about 20 founding members of the
local environmental group the Amigos de la
Naturaleza, (ASANA) which later created the Path
of the Tapir Biological Corridor.
The transformation of Hacienda Barú from a
cattle ranch to a nature reserve began in 1979,
and the regeneration of natural ecosystems has
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a dip in one of the many tide pools along the rocky
section of the beach.
Besides the rocky
point setup, my
favorite part about
this beach is the
mermaid statue. This
work of art is perched
on a concrete slab
about 100 meters out
into the ocean. At low
tide you can walk out
to it and gaze in the
direction she gazes
as the sun reflects
off her bronze mane
and tail. At higher
tides she is pounded
by the relentless
surf and at times
completely submerged. When I am surfing I have
often used her as a reference point for how far I’ve
drifted out to sea or down the beach.

Take a Surf Trip to
Esterillos Oeste
If you are a surfer and either are living in Quepos
or Manuel Antonio, or just traveling through,
sometimes you may want a different wave to ride.
You could go south to Dominical if you want bigger
waves at a beach break, or check out any one of
the beaches from Isla Damas north to Bejuco. But
Esterillos Oeste, the last major exit before Playa
Hermosa, has two things the rest don’t—a rocky
point break and a giant mermaid statue.

If you have time to stay, try the breakfasts at
Rancho Coral. They are right on the beach with a
great view of the waves. They make a tasty pizza,
too. If you just need a snack or to stock up for a
beach picnic visit Super Sol—only a block from the
beach on the main road. For dinner my favorite
place is El Patio (for the burgers and BBQ pork ribs
with sweet potato fries) and Los Almendros (for the
curry or the seafood).  
For places to stay I prefer Rancho Coral since I can
just walk through the garden path to the beach
and there is a good sandbar right in front. There
are dozens of cozy home rentals and a few budget
cabinas as options, too. Send us a note (greg@
crsurf.com) if you want us to help you plan your
trip to Esterillos Oeste. It is one of my favorite
beaches on the Pacific coast of Costa Rica.

This rocky point is at the far north end of the
beach. It is actually a patch of rocky ‘fingers’ that
stretch out into the ocean. The rocks make the
wave break more evenly and also increase the
power of the wave in some spots. The best part is
when the waves are double overhead or bigger, they
can break REALLY far out—like 300-400 meters
out—and although they are huge and lumpy, with
a bigger board a surfer can ride the wave almost all
the way in. The point set up also offers a way for
the surfer to dodge the bigger waves that come in
while they are trying to paddle out.
When the waves are small, or under head high,
there are two sections just to the north of the main
beach access that work better. The outside section
is taken up by mostly SUPs and longboarders,
and the inside is for the shortboarders and
bodyboarders. With a little luck the outside
connects for a long ride. The locals rule the peak,
but if you are respectful they will share some sets.
The crowds are spread out a little more since there
are three other sandy peaks within a few minutes
walk. If it is small then usually it does not break
well at lower tides. However, you can walk or take
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Calm Dry Skin
If you suffer from dry patches of skin, apply
coconut oil to those areas first and allow it
to absorb into your body. Then, apply as a
moisturizer for your whole body as often as
needed for soft, smooth, hydrated skin that glows.
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Several years ago Costa Rican pianist and Minister
of Culture, Manuel Obregon, carried his piano into a
rainforest near Arenal and played along with the birds
and insects and monkeys and such. Most ‘nature’
recordings are just that—recordings of natural sounds
augmented in the studio with instruments or vocals.
Not Manuel, he played and recorded the critters
and himself all day long for 3 days, then placed the
selected parts in chronological order—morning,
afternoon, dusk and night. Get the cd—it’s called
Simbiosis—and you will be amazed at the duets
Manuel played with some of the birds. It is obvious
they were aware of him and had something to discuss
with him. I’m thinkin’ if we’d all just spend some time
listening to their calls and their songs, we’d be bound
to learn something about global harmony.

Costa Rica has 850 species of birds! 600 of them are
permanent residents, and there are 200 species of
migrant birds who come to CR each year, some from
as far away as New Zealand, Antarctica and Siberia.
They’re probably just here getting new music ideas…

There have been some unexpected and odd changes in
our little part of the jungle since this whole pandemic
thing started. Especially with our feathered friends
the birds. Six different types of birds were hanging
together peacefully in the tree next to my porch the
other day instead of squabbling with each other. Lately
a bunch of scarlet macaws have taken up residency
here in Dominical, and while they are quite beautiful,
they are also incredibly loud and obnoxious. But they
clearly love to talk to each other. It seems all our local
critters have been affected. According to the folks who
monitor such things, there are now 4 times as many
little baby turtles making it across the treacherous
beaches to launch themselves into the ocean. We’ve
had a rare kinkajou hanging out in town recently,
monkeys venturing into parts of Dominical where they
have never ventured before and a couple of crocs
lurking around the mouth of the river. My friend Linda
has seen mountain lions – pumas – on the trail cam by
her house and I can clearly hear the ocean from my bed
and the soft sounds of night time in the jungle.
Few cars. Even fewer noisy semi-trucks. No tourists,
so no car alarms or late night disco or techno crap
drowning out the natural sounds. No kids singing the
national anthem at the school next door…. But, there
are no music gigs, the bartenders and chefs and tour
guides and teachers are out of work and everyone
seems to blame the other guys
Every once in a while I’ll be rudely jolted out of a
blissful sleep at like 5 in the freaking morning by the
incredibly loud call/song/RACKET being produced by
what I call the Maniacal bird. He mostly hangs out
under dense foliage, and apparently likes to walk and
talk right by my bedroom window. He’s got this raspy,
rusty-hinge kind of voice for part of his call, then a
weird whoop whoop thing and tops it off with a long
anguished note that can wake the proverbial dead.
It’s not quite as obnoxious as Woody Woodpeckers
cackle in the old cartoons, but it’s definitely in the
same category. I finally saw him one morning, traveling
on the ground under a papaya tree and a tangle of
hibiscus, and he is about a foot tall, has a long skinny
neck, he’s shades of non-descript brown and a pretty
clumsy flyer. I looked him up in my tattered bird bible,

A Guide to the Birds of Costa Rica, and he’s called a
Chachalaca. Boom cha cha laca laca, boom cha cha laca
laca. (Anybody remember Sly and the Family Stone?)
Anyway, de-forestation of his habitat is taking its toll,
and some species in his family are on a fast track to
extinction—which would be a horrible thing ‘cause
to tell ‘ya the truth I’ve come to enjoy his boisterous
concerts, which is kinda like saying you like the sound
of bagpipes or fingernails on a chalkboard.

Here in Costa Rica, and especially along the southern
Pacific coast and nearby mountains, we are treated
to a daily symphony of bird noises, from the rhythmic
head-banging of a Woodpecker to repetitive trills
from the soprano section to elaborate 3 part songs.
No kidding–a bunch of birds structure their songs
just like us human musicians, with an A part, a B part
and a repeat of the A part. I’ve also heard them do
AABA, and ABBA and ABCA, just like we do. Birdbrains
unite! Then a couple dozen Parakeets will chime in for
the chorus part. The only time it’s truly quiet around
my house is in the mid afternoon in dry season. In
areas of sparse vegetation (or during the dry season)
the birds are able to see each other more easily, so
aren’t using their voices to locate each other as often.
But a morning in mating season almost requires
ear-plugs! There’s a scarlet-rumped tanager in my
yard who sings a melody in 4/4 time. 1, 222, 3, 4... 1,
222, 3, 4… cool triplet and note change on the second
beat. Including Coco’s Island and the nearby Pacific,
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Birds rely on repeated patterns, scales, arpeggios,
themes and variations, again much like classical
composers or rock musicians. Scientist types group
them as songs or calls. Calls are more like alarms
or ways to keep members of a flock in contact with
each other. Songs are longer and more complex and
are associated with courtship and mating, so there’s
probably an electric guitar involved. In the tropics it
is more common for females to sing as much as the
males, so we get to hear the whole conversation!
Some birds here produce a hissing sound (especially
those who nest in tree cavities or hidden crannies)
that presumably helps to deter predators or maybe
electric guitar players.

You just might be inspired to write a song about them.
Or steal some licks from them. Whether you think they
are ‘divine messengers from the deities’ (as the ancient
Egyptians did) or just pigeons carrying a note across
town for food, they are interesting and beautiful and
mysterious and have much to teach us about singing.

For hundreds of years composers have incorporated
bird songs into their pieces. Mozart threw a lavish
funeral for his pet Starling, a bird which has two vocal
cords and can sing 2 melodies at the same time. He
wrote one piece that was nick-named The Musical
Joke, as most folks thought it awkward and slightly
off-key—they didn’t understand the complexity and
welcome imperfections of the source, which are bird
songs. Beethoven’s 6th Symphony quotes the song
of a Yellowhammer bird, followed by a Quail then a
Cuckoo—the bird used in more musical imitations
than any other. A Goldfinch inspired Vivaldi’s flute
concerto Il Gardellino, and Prokofiev featured a bunch
of different birds in his great composition Peter and
the Wolf. Handel wrote an organ concerto called The
Cuckoo and the Nightingale, using the different stops
and settings on the organ to mimic his feathered
friends. Seems like in just about every time frame
and culture some mystic was writing a song about a
bird, from Indian monks to American Indian medicine
men, from Celtic folk songs to Jimi Hendrix\, and from
Baroque guys in white wigs to the Grateful Dead.

I used to nag you folks about getting out and listening
to live music, but since we don’t have that option
right now I suggest you find a comfy hammock near
some trees and listen to the birds! Maybe we’ll learn
something about global harmony! Thanks for reading
– I may cut back to an article every other month, but all
us musicians hope you won’t forget about us! Bottom
line is we play for you folks – it ain’t for the birds!
The early bird gets the worm, but the second mouse
gets the cheese. Willie Nelson
Birds…scream at the top of their lungs in horrified
hellish rage every morning at daybreak to warn us all
of the truth. They know the truth! Screaming bloody
murder all over the world in our ears, but sadly we
don’t speak bird. Kurt Cobain
Little birdie come and sing me your sad song. We’ve a
short time to stay here and a long time to be gone.
John Cunnick
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catering service. Maria’s amazing baked goods,
killer sandwiches, quick wit and smile have made
her and FADS part of our culture and their new
location in the old Pelagic store on the ground level
in front of the boats awaits you all!

3. Pelagic Super Store

The overwhelming success of their small store,
now home to the aforementioned FADS Deli, has
brought Pelagic to open their largest, coolest, and
most epic store ever. Located just across from
Runaway Grill, all of your PELAGIC gear of world
class quality is on display in a store which is like
DISNEYWORLD for anyone who loves to fish! You
can’t miss out on the PELAGIC EXPERIENCE.

HALLELUJAH! AMEN!! PURA VIDA
AND ADIOS 2020!!
While we can’t speak for the entire world, I think
it is safe to say that never has a new year been
welcome with as much hope, excitement, and
communal sense of “good riddance” to the year we
are leaving behind! 2020 was a challenge for the
entire world and the family at the Marina, we are
incredibly proud to have been a beacon of hope for
our collaborators, our boat owners, and community
at large. While 2020 was a year to endure for so
many in our community, the hardest of times also
brings out the BEST in us all as individuals, as a
community, and as a project. Seeing the generosity,
entrepreneurial spirit, resiliency, and love in our
community has made us all remember just why it
is we have chosen to live or visit this magical part
of the world, and to be thankful during this 2021
ahead for the blessings which are part of anyone
lucky enough to be reading this magazine and our
updates.

4. Coming Soon

Emilio’s Cafe! Thats right, coming soon will be
the marina’s first dedicated coffee shop with a
surprise addition of a super hip boutique clothing
and accessory offering as well. With doors set to
open any day, Emilio’s is going to create another
great space to come and enjoy Marina Pez Vela,
drink some of the area’s finest coffee, most amazing
deserts or some light menu options for yet another
gastronomic option here at MPV.

Marina Pez Vela Tournaments are back!
ROCKSTAR 2021 is coming to you in January and
is going to start off the year with an enormous
BANG! This is one of Costa Rica’s largest
tournaments, with over $500,000 in prize money on
the line, and is also one of the MOST FUN events
of the year. The team from Pelagic, now with their
superstore in the Marina, are coming back stronger
than ever to welcome the best anglers from all over
to fight for the most prestigious prize of the year.
KING OF THE ROCKSTAR! January 16 and 17

So, onward and upward and there is PLENTY to be
excited about in this fresh start in 2021.

Marina Pez Vela has some
AMAZING new tenants!
Like the Fenix, from the ashes of 2020, have
risen some incredible new commercial operations
at Marina Pez Vela and we are incredibly proud
to announce the following new additions to the
project.

Also, stayed tuned for another AMAZING event
whose importance is set to rival any tournament in
Costa Rica and the world. The Pescadora, all female
angler tournament set records last year and is
coming in February so stay tuned for more details.

1. Cuba Libre

Movie Nights>>> Stay Tuned

This amazing new Cuban inspired experience is
located right on the water and offers an amazing
array of seafood, authentic cuban specialities like
the Media Noche Sandwich, Ropa Vieja and some
of the finest drinks in town. Locally owned and
operated, it is just another example of Marina Pez
Vela and our local community of entrepreneurs
working together for something special.

We have had a lot of inquiries and questions about
the return of our traditional MOVIE NIGHTS AT
Marina Pez Vela. We hope to be bringing this
amazing community tradition back any day now,
but are obviously focused on safety, security,
and insuring an environment that will help our
community eradicate CoVid-19. At the time of
press, no specific dates have been set, but stay
tuned to our website and Facebook pages for up to
date information on when we can and will return to
this amazing time to share with family and friends.

2. FADS Deli

The now famous Maria and husband Coto, whom
many of you know from the past years as part of
the MiniPricemart here at the marina have opened
up a brand new full service Deli and charter boat
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Can Paint Really Make You Happier?
by Shelagh Duncan
We all know that we
are a better person
when we’re calm and
happy. Being happy
these days however, is
a challenge to say the
least.

Colour psychology is the theory that
colours can affect how you feel, think
and act. For example, deep red hues
are associated with passion and
energy, whereas cool blue shades are
considered calming and serene.
Here are some tips on how to use colours to set the
right mood in your home, and try painting just one
accent wall to see a big difference!

The Covid-19
pandemic is having a
significant emotional
and psychological
effect on people
from all walks of life
and in every affected
country. The effects
on the most exposed groups, like health workers, can
even lead to post-traumatic stress disorder, as well as
severe anxiety, depression, and other symptoms of
distress.
The social distancing and isolation have affected
us and we all feel stress and anxiety in one way or
another. We feel powerless and things can seem
out-of-control.

Orange

Maybe it’s time to say “enough” and take some
responsibility to try and control our micro
environment – our homes. Our homes should be a
refuge – not a jail, so why not turn our homes into
feel-good spaces?
With a mood-altering coat of paint we can do wonders.
“Colour is so influential in relation to how a room feels,
therefore it can easily affect our mood and behaviour,”
says Dulux colour expert Andrea Lucena-Orr. “As soon
as you enter a room that’s bright or has a certain
positive essence, you can’t help but feel uplifted and
reinvigorated.”
Research by The Florey Institute of Neuroscience and
Mental Health in Melbourne scientifically proves that
different colours on walls can strongly influence a
range of emotions. They can make us feel relaxed and
calm, or cheerful and excited, while the wrong colour
scheme can make us bored, sad, tense and even
irritated.
Colour, of course is a fundamental building block of
interior design, but beyond imagining how colours will
look together and work in your home, it’s important
to consider how they make you feel.
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Orange is a high-energy color with a sense of fun,
although it can be polarizing; people tend to love it
or hate it. It’s usually a favorite of those who like to
be known for their creativity and individuality. “In
decorating, coppery oranges—both light and midtone—are really coming back into play,” Kate Smith of
Sensational Color says. “Orange blends really nicely
with neutrals, so definitely take a second look at it
if you haven’t thought about it in a while. There are
so many tones you can choose from, from pumpkin
orange to terra cotta to peach.”

Yellow

Yellow is a cheerful
colour. It is usually
associated with
sunshine, energy and
happiness. It also
can spark creativity
and encourage
communication, which
might help if you have
teenagers at home! It
also has the ability to
evoke memory and
imagination. Combined
with lavender, it’s
also thought to have
healing properties.

Red

Pink

Red can be bold and dramatic or warm and earthy,
depending on the tone. Deep crimson hues create
passion and drama, while rusty shades can add a cozy
ambience. Red is a stimulating colour, so is best used
in areas where energy should be high, like a family
room or entertaining space.

Pink can add a touch of feminine flair, and it has seen
a huge increase in popularity over the past few years,
with blush and ‘millennial pink’ shades being in vogue.
Muted blush or grayish-pink hues can instantly soften
any room, and darker shades of magenta add a punch
of drama. Mixed with a bit of brown or grey it can also
be used as a neutral that conveys calm, stillness, and
beauty.

Green

If you want a sense
of calm, look no
further than green.
The connection with
nature means that
we associate green
with peacefulness and
balance and it also
has associations with
renewal, good health,
and positive growth.
The human eye can
actually see more
variations of green
than of any other
color because of our
evolutionary history—
surrounded by green in the natural environment; our
ancestors had to be able to distinguish the slightest
changes in the landscape to protect themselves from
predators. (But now that we’re not expecting anything
to jump out of the bushes, green is a wonderful way to
bring the peace of nature inside!)

Purple

It’s associated with
spirituality, mystery,
royalty, and creativity
— and even a little
eccentricity. But if you
use it in the home,
choose a shade that
leans clearly toward
a blue or a red
undertone, such as a
grayish lavender or a
red-violet, which tends
to make people more comfortable. True purple (often
the top choice of preteen girls) can come on too strong.

White

White is all about purity, cleanliness, neutrality, and
fresh new beginnings and with the popularity of
Scandinavian design, more and more designers are
leaning towards all-white walls and sparse white
furniture. White interiors can feel fresh and modern,
but can also feel very cold and sterile, so pay close
attention to the undertones.

Blue

Blue is everyone’s
overwhelming favorite
for a reason. It’s a
constant in our lives,
between blue sky and
the ocean. There is
also as a real trust
factor with blue,
that’s why many of
our authority figures
wear blue uniforms,
and why blue is the
most popular color
for corporate logos.
Blue also slows
our heartbeat and
respiration, giving it a
calm, sedating effect and making it an excellent choice
for bedrooms. If you like the idea of blue but want a
sense of profoundness — with a little mystery — go
with deep shades like indigo and midnight blue.

Gray

Gray stands for wisdom, intellect, and knowledge, and
it’s a color we instinctively trust. It conveys authority
and a firm foundation. Gray is a great neutral that
you can use without pushing the boundaries too far,
but it’s still classic, sleek, and sophisticated. Gray in
the home used to be far less fashionable, probably
because shades available on the market tended
toward an industrial, battleship gray. Now, however,
gray is much more versatile, taking on brown or blue
undertones to work with almost any color you can
dream up.

Brown

Brown speaks to reliability, stability and
approachability. Brown accents such as wood tones,
leather, and natural elements are a great way to
warm up a space and make it feel homier in an
instant. Brown shades are truly versatile, and go with
any design style and mood.
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If you feel colour confident – then spend some time
dreaming up a fun design on an accent wall.

- Continued from Previous Page -

At the end of the day, it’s important to choose colours
in your home that speak to you. Be sure to consider
the purpose of each room and how you want to feel
while you’re in it. Light changes the way a colour looks
at different times of the day, and also under artificial
lighting - so consider all these things and get the paint
brush out!
If this all seems too much, then leave it to the experts.
The designers at Royal Palm’s new Design Center
in Uvita are ready and able to help you create a full
colour palette for your home, or just one room.
What is your happy colour?
Until next time...

Black

Just like that favorite little black dress, this colour has
always been associated with sophistication, elegance
and luxury. It’s most often used as an accent in the
home, as all-black interiors can become dreary and
overwhelming very quickly. Glossy or matte black
accents, furniture and appliances are timeless and
chic. Used correctly, black can actually expand your
space instead of closing it off.

Shelagh Duncan
Royal Palm Interiors - Uvita
2743-8323
royalpalminteriors@gmail.com
Like us on facebook.com/RoyalPalmInteriors
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through April. Double digit Sailfish release days
are not uncommon when the bite is on and Blue
and Striped Marlin can make an appearance in the
spread at any time. Mr Dwayne Wiley had a day he
will never forget on December 6th when he released
4 Blue Marlin and lost a 5th during a day charter
aboard GOOD DAY, showing the incredible potential
out fishery has when the stars align.

TOURNAMENT ROUNDUP
After the cancellation of some of our March & April
2020 tournaments due to COVID, we rescheduled these
events for November & December. A huge thank you
to the tournament team at Marina Pez Vela for putting
on a fantastic series of events and for all supporting
Anglers and boats for making them a success. Covid
restrictions and then back to back hurricanes tried
their best to put a stop to some of the events but with
a great team anything is possible and four great events
were delivered on a fun but socially distanced basis,
giving us a great format to go into 2021 with. Here’s a
quick recap of the results & winners:

Benn Gilmour
INSHORE FISHING
Welcome to the January instalment of That’s Fishin
and from the entire Sportfishing community here in
Quepos, a huge Happy New Year from our family to
yours, we are delighted to have you here with us and
hope to see you on the water!
Whilst COVID
lockdowns seemed
to give the entire
planet a well needed
rest, we certainly
saw the results
closer to home in
our fishery. Casting
our minds back to
May, June, & July of
2020, while Costa
Rican borders were
closed and there was
very little pressure
on the ocean, we
experienced what
was simply the
best Sailfish bite we have seen in Quepos for some
years. Recalling one trip aboard my boat GOOD DAY,
we released 26 Sailfish, 2 Wahoo, and a handful of
Tuna. Now that was one heck of a day for sure but the
crazy thing was, boats were going out and catching
those kinds of numbers on a daily basis! For 3 years
running now we have had an excellent ‘off season’ bite
happening May-July, we are hoping it happens again
this year and if you love fishing, it is definitely worth
considering a trip back here during those months to
see if it happens again.
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OFFSHORE FISHING
Back to current times, we have just experienced a
fantastic November and December with some simply
world class Dorado and Tuna fishing. Lots of Dorado
in the 20-30lb class with some larger 50lb plus Bull
Dorado making an appearance also. Yellow Fin Tuna
have been averaging 30lb with lots of fish in the
50-80lb class and some fish over 100lb. The turn
of the year is always a good time for a huge Tuna
here in Quepos and stay tuned for reports of the
200 pounders we see every year at this time of year.
Livebait is always a favourite for a large Tuna but
Poppers, Jigs, and all manner of artificial Squids, Bass
Worms, and Tuna Bullets do the trick also.
In addition to Dorado and Tuna, January will provide
some excellent Billfishing for Sailfish, Blue, Black
and Striped Marlin. The main attraction in January
is most certainly Sailfish and is the start of our peak
Sailfish bite which typically goes on from January

The sardines arrived along the beaches north & south
of Quepos during November which is the signal
that Inshore fishing starts to improve. There were
some fantastic Snook landed during November and
December from the Parrita, Savegre, and Naranjo river
mouths and expect this to continue through January.
January is an excellent month to target Roosterfish and
these can be caught at the rocks, islands, beaches, and
river mouths north and south of Quepos. Mackerel and
Jacks can be caught alongside the sardine schools and
the deeper water close to the rocks and islands will
provide opportunities for Cubera Snappers, Corvinas
and other species. Some great boats offering Inshore
charters are Chloe Frijole, IDRA 2, Good Day, Captain
Sky, Mucho Fisho, and Nueva Vida which offer half
day or full day inshore charters. Our half day inshore
charters are the perfect way to get your family & kids
on the water if you are worried that a full day might be
too much for the younger ones.

2020 Dorado Derby
1. The Svensters on Pescadora = 46lb Dorado
2. The Hooker = 36lb Dorado
3. Top Fly = 34lb Dorado
2020 Dorado Re-Derby (Round 2)
1. Los Zapatas on Captain Sky 2 = 41lb Dorado
2. Reel Inn = 30lb
3. MPV Girls on Reel Deal = 28lb
2020 Quepos Billfish Cup
1. Top Fly 1100 points (1 Blue Marlin, 3 Sailfish)
2. Prime Time 1000 points (2 Blue Marlin)
3. Pura Vida 500 points (1 Striped Marlin)
• Heaviest Dorado = 44lb Prime Time
2020 Marina Pez Vela Open
1. Dragin Fly 1600 points (2 Blue Marlin, 3 Sailfish)
2. Pura Vida 800 points (4 Sailfish)
3. Tacos Tunas on Super Fly 700 points (1 Blue
Marlin, 1 Sailfish)
• Heaviest Tuna = 69lb Dragin Fly
• Heaviest Dorado = 36lb Goose
• And Double Nickle were the winners of the
MPV Open FUN Boat division with 4 Sailfish,
congrats guys!

- Continued on Page 43 41

- Continued from Page 41 2021 TOURNAMENT SEASON!
The 2021
tournament
calendar is set and
we have a host of
excellent events
lined up for the
coming months.
The tournament
team at the Marina
Pez Vela have
worked tirelessly
to come up with
new event formats
that respect social
distancing and
health protocols
including virtual
Captains meetings,
Award ceremonies,
and crowdless weigh stations. Why not gather your
social bubble and put a team together for yourself.
There is no better way to bond with your friends,
family, or work colleagues than to spend a weekend
on the water. Just ask the guys from Tecsa Computers,
Agua Azul, & Visit Quepos who did exactly that & had
a blast! We get underway on the weekend of January
16-17th with the ever awesome PELAGIC ROCKSTAR
tournament. This event is guaranteed to be a blast
and has some HUGE CASH PRIZES on offer! Then
it’s time for the LADIES ONLY PESCADORA BILLFISH
CHAMPIONSHIP in February which has been a roaring
success these past couple of years and just goes from
strength to strength. The ROOSTERFISH RODEO is a 1
day FUN tournament and then we finish up with THE
QUEPOS BILLFISH CUP & MARINA PEZ VELA OPEN
weekend tournaments in March & April. We would
love to see you there and further details can be found
at marinapezvela.com/tournaments.

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
January 16-17, 2021

Pelagic ROCKSTAR!

February 19-20, 2021 The Pescadora Billfish
			Championship (Ladies Only!)
Feb/March 2021 (date soon)

Roosterfish Rodeo

March 12-13, 2021

Quepos Billfish Cup

April 9-10, 2021

Marina Pez Vela Open

April 11-16, 2021

Offshore World Championships

Happy New Year & I hope to see you on the water!
Tight lines!
Benn Gilmour, Jackpot Sport Fishing
Marina Pez Vela, Quepos
Cell: 8458 4997
info@jackpotsportfishing.com
jackpotsportfishing.com
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Crossword Solution on Page 57
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A woman and a lawyer are seated next to each
other on a flight from LA to NY. The lawyer asks
if she would like to play a fun game.

A woman awakes in the middle of the
night to find her husband not in bed. She
puts on her robe and goes downstairs to
look for him.

The woman, tired and just wanting to take
a nap, politely declines and rolls over to
the window to catch a few winks. The lawyer
persists and explains that the game is easy
and a lot of fun. He explains, “Ï ask you a
question, and if you don’t know the answer,
you pay me $5 and vice versa.”

She finds him sitting at the kitchen table
with a cup of hot cocoa in front of him.
He appears to be in deap thought, just
stairing at the wall. She watches as he
wipes away a tear from his eye.
“What’s the matter dear?” she whispers
as she steps into the room. “Why are you
down here at this time of night?”

Again she declines and tries to get some sleep.
The lawyer, now agitated, says, “Okay, if you
don’t know the answer you pay me $5, and if
I don’t know the answer, I will pay you $500.”

The husband looks up from his drink, Ït’s
the 20th anniversary of the day we met.

This catches the woman’s attention and,
figuring there will be no end to this torment
unless she plays, she agrees to the game.

She can’t believe he has remembered and
starts to tear up.
The husband continues, “Do you
remember 20 years ago when we started
dating? I was 18 and you were only 15,”
he says solemnly.

The lawyer asks the first question, “What is
the distance to the moon?”
The woman doesn’t say a word, reaches into
her purse, and hands him a $5 bill. “Okay,”
says the lawyer, “Your turn.”

Once again the wife is touched to tears
thinking that her husband is so caring
and sensitive. “Yes I do,” she replies.

She asks the laywer, “What goes up a hill
with three legs and comes down with four?”

The husband pauses...The words were not
coming easily. “Do you remember when
your father caught us in the back seat of
my car?”

The lawyer, puzzled, takes out his laptop
and searches all his references...no answer.
He then connects to the airphone with
his modem and searches the net and the
Library of Congress...nothing. Frustrated,
he emails all his friends and coworkers...to
no avail. After an hour, he wakes the woman
and hands her $500.

“Yes, I do remember”, said the wife,
lowering herself into a chair beside him.
The husband continued, “Do you
remember when he shoved the shotgun
in my face and said, Either you marry my
daughter or I’ll make sure you spend the
next 20 years in prison?”
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The woman says “Thank you,” and turns to
get more sleep.

“Ï remember that, too”, she replied
softly.

The lawyer, who is more than a little miffed,
wakes the woman and asks, “Well, what’s
the answer?”

He sighed as he wiped another tear away
from his cheek and said, “I would have
gotten out today.”

Without a word, the woman reaches into
her purse, hands the lawyer $5, and goes
back to sleep.
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TIDES for JANUARY 2021

The chart is for Puntarenas. The tides for Quepos are about 15 minutes earlier than Puntarenas. Do not use
this tide chart as a basis for any decisions that could result in harm to people, other organisms, or property.
Check these predictions against officially sanctioned tables. Agencies like NOAA exist because there is a need
for certifiably correct tide predictions. Do not rely on these predictions if you need guaranteed results. And
remember that weather conditions affect tidal ranges and current speeds, sometimes very strongly.
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and evolution into a proverbial tightening of the
belt on the body of humanity I began to see as a
gift and a blessing. Maintaining a “status quo”
existence was never a goal before why should
it be now? Many of my friends were forced to
leave. Many business ventures had to cash in
their chips as tourists were no longer a money
grab like a loose slot machine. Manuel Antonio
itself went from a thriving counter culture Latino
Beverly Hills to a flat-lined dead end road at
a vacant park and beach. Some of my surfer
friends were treated like criminals for paddling
out onto the Pacific simply to ride a wave. Posh
rental mansions became abandoned, almost
everyone lost their jobs, and then a funny thing
happened. It reminded me of the first spring day
in any northern city when a tulip first pushes
itself out of cold soil in any garden. The scent
and sun and energy of a change of season
signified a new beginning.

GERMINATE
Welcome back to the Quepolandia. What a
breath of fresh air! In 20 years of writing for this
publication I have never been edited or advised
on a topic. My writing meanderings have been,
some would say, all over the road. My original
Health is Wealth column, followed by the current
Memoirs scribbles in which you are reading now,
have always been opinions, observations, and
desires for our awesome jungle living, beach
going, sunset watching community. However we
now live in a peculiar new world that has taken
everyone by surprise and YES, we have finally
reached 2021. My editor and chief Mr. Dave
Bolger finally interjected in my writing process
and had one simple direction for me to run with
this month. “Please make it positive,” was all he
said. In mid-March our community, and a large
part of the world, was wrung up with a collective
noose which continues to cinch our realities
today. It is time to reignite the best part of being
human which is simply living in the gift of life
which is today.
I am a forever optimist. My roots are strong
because of my hard working traditional family
from withering Buffalo, N.Y. during the 70’s and
80’s. The value of struggle and simply putting
one’s head down and doing what needs to be
done is what my sisters and I were raised on;
my parents (now married 55 years) had no
choice really. Originally I saw the onset of Covid
as a welcomed many month vacation, similar
to dozens of monthly travels and surf trips I’ve
managed to pull off since my twenty’s. But then
something changed beyond the onset of our rainy
season. My dreams and intentions for 2020 were
forced to change. My savings began to obviously
go in one direction as massage magic isn’t very
popular during pandemics! Through much alone
time, exercising, and gardening, I was forced to
realize that my aspirations could go anywhere
I directed them to be. In a way the forced shift
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There is an indescribable feeling of hope and
strength which is a birthing energy in all of us.
It can lift us out of any depression or silence
or sadness. It is the very essence that gives us
courage and helps to provide vividness after
times of hardship. The re-set, the new beginning,
the calloused soul shouts survival. It is a good
thing to be forced into a fast now and then as
deprivation leads to heightened awareness. In
the end it can be a positive gut checking action,
to genuinely be thrown into the unknown and
be forced to figure things out. Hardship is what
builds character. Collectively the entire world is
going through this tribulation and in doing so it
may be unmasking our unity as human beings.
The energy around us has been slowed down
maybe, just because, we all need to breath a bit
more, to inhale slower and deeper my friends.
Possibly we all needed this to happen. Could this
be the perfect solution to help wildlife return to
Manuel Antonio? Perhaps this hiccup of Covid
will stop disgusting condo developments from
damaging our already crowded community.
Quite feasibly this past year has made us all
into better people for the future. There is no
doubt that the new year will continue to invite
an improved existence and will present us with
various challenging opportunities. Embracing
the obvious is all we can do. Get out and enjoy
all of what this community still has to offer. The
change may delight you.
Todd Pequeen is an independent massage
therapist here in Manuel Antonio. He can be
reached at 8830-7727 or through his contact
information on massagetodd.com.
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BUS SCHEDULES
MAY CHANGE FREQUENTLY WITHOUT NOTICE.

We strongly recommend confirming departure times at the Quepos Central terminal.

Announcements are listed free of charge. info@quepolandia.com 2777-1113 8811-4961

Buses between Quepos & Manuel Antonio beach leave Quepos & the beach every 30 minutes, on the
hour & on the 1/2 hour from 7 AM to 7 PM. During peak periods, there may be more frequent service.
The cost is approximately 60 cents.
Quepos to
San Jose

NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS
6:00 P.M. Thurs. English
7:30 P.M. Daily Español
CODA Mon., Weds. & Fri. 9:00 A.M.
Barrio Los Angeles, Quepos
in front of Cable Tica
Contact: 8337-3855 & 8933-0051

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS

The Pacific Group of Manuel Antonio
Daily Meetings 10:00 A.M. to 11:00 A.M.
At El Arado Restaurant
on the “Old road to Quepos”.
Tim 8814-6251 cdnguy59@yahoo.com
Jerry 7146-1478 jcartier1952@yahoo.com

*4:00 AM
4:05 AM
*5:00 AM
6:00 AM
*6:10 AM
***6:55 AM
7:30 AM
9:30 AM
10:00 AM
12:00 PM
1:00 PM
2:00 PM
***2:25 PM
2:30 PM
4:45 PM
5:00 PM

Quepos to Puntarenas
Puntarenas to Quepos

San Jose
to Quepos

D
D
C
D
C
C
D
D
C
D
D
C
C
D
C
D

***6:00 AM
6:00 AM
7:00 AM
9:00 AM
10:00 AM
10:30 AM
12:00 PM
1:15 PM
2:00 PM
2:30 PM
3:00 PM
4:00 PM
4:45 PM
*5:00 PM
6:00 PM
7:30 PM

C
D
C
D
C
D
D
D
C
D
C
C
D
C
D
D

4:30 AM
4:35 AM
5:30 AM
6:30 AM
7:30 AM
9:30 AM
11:00 AM
12:30 PM
2:00 PM
3:00 PM
4:30 PM
6:00 PM

4:30 AM
5:00 AM
7:00 AM
9:00 AM
10:00 AM
11:00 AM
12:00 PM
1:00 PM
2:30 PM
3:30 PM
4:30 PM
5:30 PM

Quepos to
Dominical
& San Isidro

San Isidro to
Dominical
& Quepos

5:00 AM
8:00 AM
11:30 AM
3:30 PM

7:00 AM
11:30 PM
3:30 PM

Quepos to
Dominical
& Uvita

Uvita
Dominical
& Quepos

6:00 AM
9:30 AM
2:30 PM
5:30 PM

4:30 AM
1:00 PM
4:00 PM

Quepos to Villa Nueva
Naranjito, to Londres,
Londres & Naranjito &
Villa Nueva
Quepos
*5:40 AM
6:00 AM
8:00 AM
10:15 PM
1:15 PM
5:00 PM
*10:15 PM

5:40 AM
7:40 AM
9:40 AM
12:40 PM
2:30 PM
3:15 PM
4:40 PM

C: Colectivo 5 hrs on ruta 27 / D: Directo 3 hrs / *Not on Sunday / **Not on Saturday or Sunday / ***To/From Uvita

TRAVELERS’
NUMBERS

Al-Anon Family Groups help families and friends
of problem drinkers recover from the impacts of
a loved one’s drinking. Members help each other
by practicing the Twelve Steps of Alcoholics
Anonymous themselves, by welcoming and
giving comfort to families of alcoholics, and by
giving understanding and encouragement to the
alcoholic. Your inquiry and attendance at meetings
are confidential and anonymous. Whether the
alcoholic is still drinking or not, Al-Anon offers
hope and recovery to all people affected by the
alcoholism/addiction of a loved one or friend.

AIRLINES

Air France .....2220-4119
American ... 2242-8800
Delta ... 2257-4141
KLM ... 31206490787 (WhatsApp)
Lufthansa ... 2221-7444
Martinair ... 2232-3246
Mexicana ... 2231-6814
NatureAir, Quepos ... 2777-2548
NatureAir, SJO ... 2220-3054
Sansa, Quepos ... 2777-0683
Sansa, SJO ... 2290-4100
Spirit ... 2441-6522
TACA/Lacsa ... 2443-3555
United ... 2442-3151
US Air ... 800-011-0793

Manuel Antonio Group in English
Mondays 8:00-9:30am, at Restaurante El Arado.
Lucius: 8457-6490
Julia: 8679-2386

Iglesia Católica Inmaculada Concepción
de Maria
Schedule of Services

AIRPORTS

Mass every morning at 6 am
except Sunday at 9 am and Thursday at 8 am.
Every evening at 6 pm.

Adobe ... 2777-4242
Alamo ... 2777-3344
Budget ... 2436-2000
Economy ... 2777-5353
Toyota ... 2777-2467
Excellent ... 2777-3052
Hertz ... 2777-3365
Payless ... 2777-0115
Thrifty ... 2777-3334

Priest: Juan de Dios Bermúdez Quesada
Parish Telephone: 2777-0230
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SJO Flight Info ... 2441-6069, 2437-2626
SJO Customs ... 2440-0274

AUTO RENTAL

BUS

TicaBus ... 2296-9788
Transporte Blanco, San Isidro ... 2771-2550
Transporte Morales, Parrita ... 2779-9058
Transporte Morales, Quepos ... 2777-0263
Transporte Morales, San Jose ... 2223-5567
Transporte Tracopa ...2773-3410
Transporte Tracopa, Quepos ... 2777-0263

BUSINESS SERVICES

Liberia Castro ... 2777-0646
Todo Foto ... 2777-1442

CREDIT CARDS

American Express ... 2295-9494
Diner’s Club ... 2257-7878
Master Card/Visa ... 4001-7931

EMBASSIES

Belgium ... 2220-4119
Canada ... 2242-4400
England ... 2258-2025
France ... 2234-4167
Germany ... 4017-1000
Holland ... 2296-1490
Italy ... 2234-2326
Nicaragua ... 2222-2373
Spain ... 2222-1933
Sweden ... 2288-3726
Switzerland ... 2222-7117
USA ... 2430-6690
USA Social Security ... 2291-1032

EMERGENCIES

Ambulance/Paramedics ... 8380-4125
Fire Emergencies ... 1118
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Fire Department ... 2777-0308
Ebais, Matapalo ... 2787-5298
Hospital, Quepos ... 2777-1401/0922
Police/Fire/Medical Emergency ... 911
Police, Investigative (OIJ) ... 2777-0511
Police, Immigration ... 2777-0150
Police, Local ... 2777-3608
Police, Transit (MOPT) ... 2777-0329
Police, Matapalo ... 2787-5312
Red Cross (non-emergency) ... 2777-0116

MONEY TRANSFERS/TELEGRAMS
Banco Promerica ... 2777-5101
Western Union ... 4800-1703

POST OFFICE

Post Office ... 2777-1471
Post Office Fax ... 2777-0279

TAXI/TRANSPORTATION

Interbus ... 2777-7866/7867
Monkey Ride ... 8651-9090, 2787-0454
Sansa Vans ... 2777-0683
Taxi ... 2777-0425/0734/1207

TELEPHONE

Information ... 1113
International Information ... 1124
International Operator ... 1116
AT&T ... 800-011-4114
BT ... 800-044-1044
CN Direct ... 800-015-1161
MCI ...800-012-2222
Sprint ... 800-013-0123

ACCOMODATIONS WANTED
LOOKING FOR A 3 BEDROOM APT OR HOUSE
For 2 persons for long term rental in a quiet
and secure area in Quepos / MA. 8879 9268

ANNOUNCEMENTS
LADIES WHO LUNCH
The Monthly Ladies Luncheon has resumed! If you have not
received a recent invite and would like to join us, please forward
your e-mail to Julie at gemini05219@yahoo.com.
Hope to see you at the next luncheon!
Thank you kindly, Julie, Alma, & Ruth.
Ladies Who Lunch Committee Members

FOR SALE
eQuinox SeQual TOP QUALITY PORTABLE.
8 lbs. Ac power, 12vdc cable. 1 regular battery
2 extra powerful batt. Cart. flow rate .5 to 3LPM. 1 YEAR OLD.
LIKE NEW I paid $4,000. Asking $2,500. BILL 8894-0012.
************************************************************************
BEAUTIFUL SPANISH HORSES
12 & 17 years old. Papers & Gentle
Also
2003 TOYOTA 4-RUNNER
Top shape new paint $11,000
2201-7304

REAL ESTATE RENTALS
FANTASTIC 1 BEDROOM APARTMENT
in Manuel Antonio. Private entrance, separate bedroom, full
kitchen, street parking, great balcony/porch with a great view.
$500/Month Plus electric 1 year lease
Maid service available, large garden, perfect private location.
Only serious inquiries need apply
Email:Kmdelp1@gmail.com or Whats App: 506-8527-5561
***********************************************************************
ONE BEDROOM APT IN VILLAS EL PARQUE
Great ocean view. Pool. Water/cable/Wi-Fi included.
6-8 months. $600 ph:6253-9876
***********************************************************************
NEW AND VERY NICE INDEPENDENT HOUSE
for rent en La Managua, 3 km from Manuel Antonio, street to
the hospital. Gate and very quiet private community. Property
is 5,500 square meters. Two bedrooms, kitchen, living room,
laundry, 1 bathroom. Big terrace view in the jungle. Private
parking. Air conditioning and hot water. Furnished.
$900/month, long term. Wifi and cable incuded.
506 6109-9755.
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ONE BEDROOM LUXURY APARTMENT
Available for weekly or long term rental. Never rented before.
Fantastic ocean view, also has pull-out sofa. Very secure.
No pets, non-smokers, maid service available
Call for weekly or long term prices 8360-6637
************************************************************************
BEAUTIFUL, MODERN 3 BEDROOM, 2.5 BATH,
Townhouse for rent #19 Hacienda Pacifica.
Air conditioned 2 floor townhouse in Colinas Este. Upgraded
finishes, bedrooms with large balconies, A/C, appliances, and
fiber optics package. Fenced yard across from community pool.
Covered parking. $1,575 mth. Year contract.
8876-0333, 8876-0333 or 8888-8909
************************************************************************
2 BED 1 BATH FURNISHED APARTMENT $800/MTH
$800/mth incl internet, cable, water, & electric.
VillasJacquelina.com 8345-1516
************************************************************************
NICELY FURNISHED 1 & 2 BEDROOM APTS.
in Quepos- Very Secure Call: 8994-1424
************************************************************************
QUEPOS: LARGE 1BR APARTMENT – FURNISHED
Secure parking area with gate, two blocks to downtown. $185
per month May to Nov, then $225 per month Dec to April 30 +
utilities. Recently Renovated Phone 2777-1805 or 2777-2122
***********************************************************************
APARTMENTS IN MANUEL ANTONIO 1 & 3 BDR.
FURNISHED from $200 and up. Call: 8729-8767 or 6035-2102
*************************************************************************
FURNISHED HOUSE-2 BDR. - KITCHEN & LIVINGROOM
TV with SKY, Internet. Private and safe parking, very quiet road.
Long Term $550/mo call: 8661-2649
************************************************************************
LONG/SHORT-TERM RENTALS IN QUEPOS–MANUEL ANTONIO
Ron Neal 8366-1759 ronnealjr@gmail.com
************************************************************************
OCEAN VIEW HOME-LARGE POOL-MANUEL ANTONIO
FULLY FURNISHED TWO BEDROOM HOME-$1,400/wk
TEL: 8392-6122 EMAIL: jhanson@amnet.cr

REAL ESTATE SALES
LOT IN HOT SPRINGS ESTATES
PRICE SLASHED! NOW $16K
Make Offer, Motivated Seller
Driveway w/parking pad. Reinforced retaining wall. 766 m2
Off the grid...possible tiny house community. Possibilities ++
1dotcom.com/CostaRica/ for more information & photos
(506) 8811-4961 quepospatch@yahoo.com
************************************************************************
HOUSE FOR SALE BY OWNER: CLOSE TO EVERYTHING
OFF MANUEL ANTONIO/QUEPOS ROAD
Beautiful 1100 sq. ft. 2 Bedroom & 2 Bath. Large Master
Bath en suite with Jetted Tub, walk in closet & laundry room
with washer & dryer. A/C both bedrooms. Great space for
entertaining with spacious open living area: kitchen, dining room
& living room with a huge attached front covered deck. Gourmet
kitchen with granite counter tops, built in stainless steel oven,
French door stainless steel fridge, built in 5 burner gas cook
top on an oversized island. Car port & ample storage. Great
location. Quiet area with walking trails & waterfall nearby. Priced
to sell for quick sale at 290K cash deal.
Serious inquires only call: 8596-3763
************************************************************************
100 HA RAW LAND ABOVE PORTALON
This is a steep valley overlooking Portalon, as well as Brujo, on
Rio Savegre. 2 springs, creek. Need to develop better access.
WhatsApp +541-292-9847 ahimsa2019@protonmail.com
************************************************************************
PROPERTIES IN GOLFITO AND DRAKE BAY
For more info call Kurt Hocker 8885-2525 at Hidden Bay Realty
www.hiddenbayrealty.cr.

*

*

*

*

*

Rio Seco Properties

700 sq mtrs 			
800 sq mtrs			
1500 sq mtrs			
7 hectares*			
69 hectares*
		
90 hectares*
3 bedroom house on 1 acre
*OCEAN view, located in foothills

*

*

$ 21,000
$ 24,000
$ 45,000
$140,000
$1,376,000
$1,795,000
$150,000

Catherine 506-8643-8643
riosecoproperties.com
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

WELL LOCATED LOTS IN LONDRES
Bus stop, Pulperia, Ebais, Cen Sinai, School, River within
200m. Title, water, electricity permits.
300 m $13,000, 1007 m riverfront $39,000
Info 8495-0358
************************************************************************
VILLA NUEVA LOTS - $30/sq.m.
9 nice residential building lots well located in quiet village
15 min. east of Quepos. About 1000 sq.m. each on flat land.
1 lot @ 10,000 sq.m. Also 2 houses.
See www.villanuevalotes.com for photos & details.
************************************************************************
3 BUILDING LOTS FOR SALE NEW SURVEY
In Ceros, 20 min from Quepos
Lot #1 Corner 282m2 $14.000. Lot #2 457m2 $22.000
Lot #3 447m2. $21.000 Call 2777-3671 or 8504-9463.
************************************************************************
BEAUTIFUL 2,000 FT2 3 BEDROOM, 2 BATHROOM
duplex style home in Manuel Antonio with pool. Swimming pool,
laundry room - centrally located. Fire Sale!! $249,000
Contact Dina 8708-0570 - Office 2519-9415
************************************************************************
LOT LOCATED IN A PRIVATE GATED COMMUNITY
has a beautiful lay out & incredible infrastructure. This
community has the only tennis courts in the area as well as a
club house with a pool. Each lot is a minimum of 5,000 m2, a bit
over an acre. Contact Dina 8708-0570 - Office 2519-9415
************************************************************************
MANUEL ANTONIO PRIVATE, GATED, 2 BEDROOM
Beautiful Villa with separate studio apartment. Swimming pool,
centrally Located. Priced to sell. $189,000.
Contact Dina 8708-0570 Office 2519-9415
************************************************************************
NICE SMALL HOUSE IN INMACULADA DE QUEPOS
2 bdr, LR, 1 bath w/hot water, kit, 50 m2 porch w/ view to mtn,
many flowers & garden, furniture, refrig, washing machine
separate entry. Also 2 cabinas + 2 parking, secure,
2777-3800 8899-8467
***********************************************************************
VILLA NUEVA 1.5 HECTARES WILL SELL 1/2 OR ALL
$20/m2 By Owner Call: 8841-7975.
***********************************************************************************
ATTN: BOATERS
Hidden Bay Realty has a nice selection of long and short term
rentals for all your needs. We also have the largest selection of
Properties for sale in the area. Please email
info@hiddenbayrealty.cr or call us at 8566-5410
**************************************************************************
GREAT OPPORTUNITY FOR A LOCAL LOOKING TO PURCHASE!!
2 homes located in the heart of Manuel Antonio. 1 home 822 ft2 with
a land size of 277 m2. 2 bdrs. 1bath. Asking price is $69,000.
2nd home 1,420 ft2 with a land size of 132 m2. 2 story duplex.
Asking price is $79,000. Both homes have stable rental income.
More info call Harrison at 2Costa Rica Real Estate. 8-887-0955

Suduko on Page 4
**********************************************************************
MANUEL ANTONIO JUNGLE/OCEAN VIEW LOT¼ ACRE
Hilltop lot $79,000. Only minutes from the main road.
Perfect for family/vacation rental home. For more info call
Hidden Bay Realty 2774-0212 or Kurt Hocker 8885-2525
www.hiddenbayrealty.cr

SERVICES
VIOLINIST AVAILABLE
for Weddings, Parties, Live Events, Studio Work or Instruction.
From Classical to Jazz to Rock
506 8342 3152 njbfiddle@aol.com
**********************************************************************
LOOKING FOR HOUSE/PET SITTING AND/OR CLEANING?
Please call 8656-6819
***********************************************************************
REFRIGERACIÓN SANCHEZ
Air conditioning installation, repair and maintenance.
Commercial industrial refrigeration. Certified Technician.
Luis Sanchez refrisanchezcr@gmail.com 6143-9490
***********************************************************************
SECURITY
I offer you continuous services of armed security visits and
protection in order to provide you tranquility. Please contact me
at 6099-2311 fernandothiamores@gmail.com.
***********************************************************************
CUSTOM-BUILT TRAILERS, ROOF-RACKS, HITCHES &
kitchen equipment. Quality metal work.
Call now for a quote: +506 8896 7291
************************************************************************
PRACTICE YOUR SPANISH & I’LL PRACTICE MY ENGLISH
Call Napoleon 8708-1571 napoleonra@hotmail.com
************************************************************************
TECSA COMPUTERS FOR TECH SUPPORT AND SALES
Call: 2777-0444 fb: tecsacomputers
************************************************************************
BE COOL AIR CONDITIONING
All your A/C needs sales, service, installation, & repairs.
8478-7566 Eng 8610-5164 Sp
Email: junglecreekcostarica@hotmail.com
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Here are 7 ways to protect your energy so that
you no longer feel drained and heavy, but rather
powerful and magnetic!

1. Protect Your Energy *Before* You Begin
Your Day.
Visualize warm glowing light surrounding you, and
thank your Higher Power or the Universe for helping
you to protect your energy today.

2. Release Energy At The End Of Your Day.
Visualize a long golden cord running from your Root
Chakra to the core of the earth. Ask your Higher
Power or the Universe to help you release any energy
from others, and visualize it draining down to the
core of the earth where it can be transmuted into
positive energy.

3. Energy Shield
Visualize a golden egg or cloak that is made of pure
light surrounding you. This shield protects you from
any negative or heavy energy, while it still allows for
positive energy to come and go.

4. Observe, Don’t Absorb.
Practice Detachment. This is how you ‘turn it off.’ Stop
absorbing all the energy like a sponge. What makes
the energy absorb into you is that you sympathize
with others, thus you think that you need to “fix”
them somehow.
The need to “fix” others is one of the things that
creates the energy tunnel between you two, you
take their burden into you, and subconsciously you
try to heal it.

Are you protecting your energy?
Your energy is your most precious resource.
If you aren’t actively protecting your energy, you
may feel drained or depleted after being around
other people.

But when you develop the attitude that everyone is
fine, when they go through an issue it’s a learning
curve for them, then you don’t feel the need to fix
them anymore –– you help them when they’re ready.

You may even resonate with being an empath…

5. Joyful Movement

• You can become overwhelmed in intimate
relationships.
• You have a calming effect on other people.
• You have a hard time not caring because you feel
the suffering of others so deeply.
• You can sense large emotional shifts that are
happening on a global level.
• You have a very clear sense of another person’s
emotional state & energy even without ever
having spoken to the person at all.
• Big crowds can sap your energy or feel very
overwhelming.
• You’ve been called sensitive for most of your life.
• You need to ‘recharge’ after gatherings.

Moving your physical body has a DRAMATIC effect
on your energy field. It helps you to drop out of your
busy mind and into your body. It circulates your OWN
energy within your body.
It helps you to feel clear, energized, and radiant!
It helps you stay strong and resilient to the many
intrusive energies on the planet.
It can help you to feel LESS sensitive to other people’s
energy and vibrations when you can feel your own
energy flowing.

6. Express Your Needs Without Guilt.

Sound like you?

No need to over explain yourself or your need for
boundaries - it’s your right to set them! Boundaries are
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Crossword on Page 44
a necessity for Empaths to survive and be healthy in
mind, body, and spirit.

7. Seek High-level Support.
Do not waste precious time trying to figure it all out on
your own. You know you have blind spots, in fact, one
of your gifts is you can see them for other people.
If this is resonating, we would love to invite you
into our monthly membership supporting Empaths
turning their sensitivity into their superpower ~ Light
Warriors Rising.
To Join: SistersThatStray.com/Membership
Want to go deeper into these practices? We have a
full episode on 2 Woke Sisters Podcast, Episode
12: Energetic Hygiene for Empaths. Find us on
Spotify and iTunes.
Power, Purpose, & Pleasure Retreat: May 27-31,
2021 at Teva, Manuel Antonio. More information at
sistersthatstray.com/may-2021-retreat.
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Central Pacific has been
recognized as one of North
America’s Greatest Fisheries
by FishingBooker.com!
FishingBooker just announced the 17 greatest
fisheries in North America, and Costa Rica’s
Central Pacific coast is one of them. The spots
in the list were picked based on the size and
variety of popular fish and the skill and history of
local fishing communities, with bonus points for
sustainability.

Why is the Central Pacific one of the best
fisheries in North America?
Everywhere you look, giant fish wait to explode
out of the water. Roosterfish roam the river
mouths while supersized Snook stalk the
shallows. Offshore, you’ll find three species of
Marlin and some of the biggest Sailfish on earth.
What really sets the area apart though is the
dedication to sustainable fishing, tagging, and
safe release. Local crews know their waters are
incredible and they intend to keep them that way.

The full list of the best fisheries in North America
(starting in the south and working up) can be found
below:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

“This has been a challenging year. Travel has
been close to impossible, anglers have been stuck
at home, and the places they love to visit have
struggled as a result. However, North America
is home to some truly outstanding fishing spots
that are worth celebrating. With all this in mind,
we wanted to highlight how special they are for
anglers across the continent and beyond,” says
Joris Zantvoort, Director of Communications at
FishingBooker.

Central Pacific, Costa Rica
Ambergris Caye, Belize
Grand Cayman, Cayman Islands
Cozumel, Mexico
Los Cabos, Mexico
Florida Keys, FL
Emerald Coast, FL
Lake Fork, TX
Orange County, CA
Outer Banks, NC
Lake St. Clair, MI/ON
Thousand Islands, ON/NY
Prince Edward Island, Canada
Missoula, MT
Vancouver Island, BC
Cold Lake, AB
Bristol Bay, AK

Let’s Talk About the Northern Jacana
The jacanas are a group of wetland birds,
which are identifiable by their huge feet
and claws which enable them to walk on
floating vegetation in the shallow lakes
that are their preferred habitat. They are
found worldwide within the tropical zone. In
Jamaica this bird is also known as the ‘Jesus
bird’, as it appears to walk on water.
The Northern Jacana (Jacana spinosa) has
a dark brown body with a black head and
neck. In addition, its bill has yellow patches
and its forehead has a yellow wattle. Its bill
has a white base. When a jacana is in flight,
its yellowish-green primary and secondary
feathers are visible. Also visible are yellow
bony spurs on the leading edge of the
wings, which it can use to defend itself and
its young. The greenish color of the wing
feathers is produced by a pigment, rather
rare in birds, called zooprasinin, a coppercontaining organic compound.

FishingBooker.com is the world’s largest
platform for connecting anglers and fishing
guides, with over 29,000 fishing trips available in
more than 1,850 cities worldwide.
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L’Angolo Ristorante

ADVERTISING
All prices are per issue in US$. Payment may be made
in dollars or in colones at the current exchange rate.
PAYMENT FOR ADVERTISING MUST BE PAID IN
ADVANCE BY THE DEADLINE DATE PRIOR TO
PUBLICATION. ALL PRICES INCLUDE 13% SALES TAX.
ACCOUNTS 30 DAYS PAST DUE WILL BE CHARGED AN
ADDITIONAL 10%.

QUEPOLANDIA

Latitude 9 Real Estate

Publisher and Director of Sales and Marketing:
David Bolger

Marina Pez Vela Villas

We publish 10 times per year. May-June & SeptemberOctober are double-month editions. We distribute
2500-3500 copies (depending upon the number of ads)
the first week of the month primarily in the immediate
area through our advertisers and travel/tour agencies,
hotels, super markets and also points from Quepos/
Manuel Antonio to Jaco to Uvita.
Payment Options:
Deposit to BAC San José: Quepolandia S.A.
Dollar Account 902973890
Colón Account 902973833
Bank transfer: 10200009029738906
IBAN#: CR30010200009029738906
Cedula juridical: 3-101-308980 • Quepolandia S.A.
Please email your deposit information to
info@quepolandia.com so we know that the deposit/
payment belongs to you.

Regular Contributors:
Ben Gilmour
BenJamin Orton
Dave Bolger
Desiree Brassert
Kids Saving the Rainforest
Jack Ewing
Manuel Antonio Spanish School
Marina Pez Vela
Nancy Buchan
Shelagh Duncan
Sisters That Stray
The Sloth Institute
Todd Pequeen

DEADLINE FOR NEXT EDITION IS ALWAYS IN THE
CALENDAR ON PAGE 4 or 5. NORMALLY IT IS THE
SECOND TUESDAY OF PRIOR MONTH.

AD SIZE (in inches – width X height)
BLACK & WHITE
Full Page (8.5x11) Must have a 5/8”( 1.5 cm) margin with NO text or important graphics that may be trimmed off.
$115
2 Facing Pages
$200
Half Page Vertical (3.54 x 10)
$70
Half Page Horizontal (7.25 x 4.9)
$65
1/3 Page (Horizontal-7.25 x 3.25 & Vertical-3.54 x 6.65)
$55
1/4 Page (Horizontal-7.25 x 2.4 & Vertical-3.54 x 4.9)
$45
1/6 Page (3.54 x 3.25)
$40
1/8 Page (3.54 x 2.4)
$30
Back Cover
Sold
Inside Front Cover
N/A
First Inside Page
Sold
Inside Back Cover
N/A
Classifieds (one line = about 55 characters & spaces with Font = Arial, 9 point)
$3 Per Line
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2743-8203 2777-0536

MiniPrice Store

2777-7070

2519-9415 2777-3270

Mini Stop Market

2777-0056

Abogados Leiva y Asociados

8349-4161 8766-0707

Miquelito's Pizza

2777-4236 2777-0838

2777-5280
8701-4126 2777-9192
8309-4092

A.P. Renovations
AYA Water

For information about advertising on our website please visit quepolandia.com/advertising-info. 50% DISCOUNT
for businesses that also advertise in Quepolandia magazine.

8830-7727

2 Costa Rica Real Estate

Amnet/TIGO Quepos - Cable TV

We can design ads for you but please contact info@quepolandia.com about ad development at least 1 week before the deadline.
File format: tif, pdf, or jpg at minimum 300 dpi resolution.
Large graphic files must be submitted on flash drive or sent to info@quepolandia.com via Dropbox or WeTransfer.

1-844-723-4519 2519-9415

Metropolitanos Seguros

Alcoholics Anonymous

Special Placement - Add 10%
Discounts for advance payment of three editions - 5%
Discounts for advance payment of six months - 10%
Discounts for advance payment of one year - 15%

8860-8331 2777-2931

Massage Todd

Aguas Azules Parasailing

COLOR
$225
$430
$145
$140
$110
$90
$80
$70
Sold
$270
Sold
$275

2774-9000

Marina Pez Vela Shuttle

Agua Azul Restaurant

Tel: 506.8632.7489
info@quepolandia.com
www.quepolandia.com
Apartado 293, Quepos 6350, Costa Rica 60601

8843-3636 2777-1197

Marina Pez Vela

Layout
Paul Rees paulrees100@hotmail.com
Associate Art Director:
Alissa Christine

2777-7865

1722

Modern Primitive Living

2777-7797

Mot Mot Gallery

2777-7887

Nancy Buchan, Violinist

8342-3152

Nauyaca Waterfall Nature Park

8771-4222

Pacific Coast Law

8588-3369 8485-9893
800-737-6783 2777-0251

US 972-238-0088 2787-0446

Pat’s Pottery

8811-4961
8523-3192

Buena Vista Beach Villas

2777-0368

Pool Clean CR, Stiven Acosta

Buru Restaurant

2777-3015

Pura Vida Pest Control

Camara de Comercio, Industria y Turismo

2777-0749

Quepolandia

Chamber of Commerce

2777-0749

Rio Mono

8706-7341 8927-5238
8632-7489
8898-9285 8887-0547

Chic Fisioestetica and Massage 8927-4853 2777-2136

Ronny's Place - Mirador Mi Lugar

2777-5120

Coffee Stop

2777-9494

Royal Palm Interiors, Uvita

2743-8323

887-309-9238 2787-0223

Sarah Yunker Photography

8935-2907

Coldwell Banker

Desiree’s In-House Chef Service

8998-2204

Seguros Metropolitanos

2743-8203 2777-0536

Dr. Constant Boshoff Chiropractor

2777-4357

Spice of Life

8394-8491

Dr. Miguel Rojas

2777-4719 8915-6161

Sunset Sails

8317-5072 2777-1304

Ennio Knife Sharpening

8826-4594 2777-1342

Tecsa Computers

2777-0444

Farmacia La Economica, Quepos & Delivery 2777-0079

Titi Canopy

2777-7212 2777-3130

Farmacia La Economica, Quepos Centro

2777-2130

Tucanes Tours

8336-4047 2777-0725

Farmacia La Economica, Quepos Hospital

2777-7421

Uvita Law Firm

2743-8416 2743-8619

Gelateria Amorosi

2519-9494

Veterinarian Emergency, Jaco

Gimnasio Mucho Musculo

2777-3400

Vet Dra. Fabiola Quesada Diaz, House Calls 8848-0103

Hacienda Barú, Dominical

2787-0003

Veterinarian - Dr. Alfonso Cordoba

2777-4760

Hidden Bay Realty 8366-1759 8566-5410 8885-2525

Veterinarian - El Colono

2777-3611

ICE Emergency - Electric

2777-0126

Veterinarian - Dr. Alfonso Martinez

2777-2026

ICE Emergency - Electric San Isidro

2771-0442

Veterinerian - Dra. Desireé Delgado

2777-1921

Victoria’s Gourmet Italian Restaurant

2777-5143
2777-2558

ICE Emergency - Telephone

1119

8730-1975

ICE General Information - Electric

2777-0123

Vilma Umana Massage

8314-4515

ICE General Information - Telephone

2661-0166

Vista Luna Restaurant

2777-5323

Itza Spa with Abby

8796-0112 8509-4705

White Eagle

2777-1871

Jackpot Sport Fishing

8458-4997 8458-5049

Water - AyA

800-737-6783 2777-0251

Jolly Roger

2777-0411

Kids Saving the Rainforest

4070-0340

La Colina

6101-6007

La Langosta Feliz

2787-5214
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